Abstract. This investigation is to deal with the modeling issue for nonlinear pressurized water reactor cores. Nonlinearity measure with gap metric and T-S fuzzy modeling are exploited to build the fuzzy model of a nonlinear core which approximates this nonlinear core model. The gap metric of the core is proposed to quantify the core nonlinearity. The curve in the whole range of core power level that is solved adopting the gap metric is the core nonlinearity measure. In terms of the measure, six linearized core models at six power levels are selected as local models of the nonlinear core model. Based on the local models and the introduction of the triangle membership function, the core fuzzy model is achieved. The core fuzzy model and nonlinear core model are simulated. Simulation results show that the core fuzzy model can approximate and substitute the nonlinear core model.
Introduction
Nuclear energy as a kind of clean energy provides an incentive to sustainable development of nuclear power plants (NPPs) for electricity generation. Meanwhile, of research fields for NNPs, the modeling study on plants of NPPs such as reactor cores is always popular. The pressurized water reactor (PWR) cores in NPPs possess nonlinear characteristics, and parameters of them are varying at different operating conditions. Hence, cores are essentially time-varying complex systems so that modeling their models is difficult. It is necessary and meaningful to research the modeling issue of nonlinear cores.
Many researchers have utilized the point reactor core modeling method to construct PWR core models at the full power level. Kerlin et al. [1] modelled the PWR core of the H. B. Robinson NPP at the full power level which was also verified to be correct. PWR cores at the full power level were modeled by Edwards et al. [2] [3] [4] [5] to design core power control systems.
However, such modeling for cores based on one power level cannot represent the dynamics of nonlinear core within the global ranges of power level. Stimulated by the considerations, the work in this paper is to model a nonlinear PWR core within the global ranges of power level by the use of gap metric to quantify the core nonlinearity measure and the T-S fuzzy principle. Finally, the T-S fuzzy model and nonlinear model of the core are simulated, and conclusions are drawn.
PWR core model
The point reactor core modeling as a traditional modelling method is adopted to model a PWR core, which is a lumped parameter method. For this modeling, a core is regarded as one point without any space profile, and parameters of the core only vary with time and have nothing to do with space positions. According to the point reactor core modeling [1] [2] [3] , the nonlinear PWR core is modelled adopting the point kinetics equations with six groups of delayed neutrons and reactivity feedbacks due to control rod movement and variations in fuel temperature and coolant temperature. Main model parameters are given in Table 1 . The nonlinear core model is showed as Eqs. (1)- (6) .
:
The small perturbation linearization methodology is utilized to linearize this nonlinear core model, and the linearized core model is expressed by Eqs. (7)-(11).
One group delayed neutron model is utilized and the coolant inlet temperature is treated as a constant [2] [3] [4] . The transfer function and the state equation of the core are separately calculated and expressed by
where u=δrod-the input; y=δP r -the output;
T -the state matrix; A-the R 4×4 system matrix; B-the R 4×1 input matrix; C-the R 1×4 output matrix; D-the zero matrix.
A transfer function of the core at a power level 10*i% is denoted by G 10*i% (i=1, . . . ,10). These transfer functions are calculated by using parameters from Ref. [6] , in which the total primary heat output is 2200 MW, the primary coolant inlet temperature is 285 o C, the primary coolant outlet temperature is 317 o C, the primary coolant average pressure is 15.5 MPa, and the primary coolant mass flow is 12861.1 kg/s.
Nonlinearity measure with gap metric for core
The nonlinearity measure on the basis of the gap metric for the core is proposed to quantify the core nonlinearity. One group of linearized core models can be selected to approximate the nonlinear core in terms of distributing situations of the core nonlinearity measure in the while range of power level, and each linear model is regarded as a local model of the core.
According to the work [7, 8] , the gap metric of the core is developed as follows to solve the core nonlinearity. 
where Δ(·)is a metric. Linear systems such as G of the core are viewed as mappings in a Hilbert space. Hence, G is treated as an operator.
Lemma 3.1. Frequency response systems are closed [7] .
According to Lemma 3.1, G as a frequency response system is a closed linear operator in H s . The gap metric in Definition 3.1 can be used to qualify the gap between two linearized systems of the core. So Eq.(15) is obtained by 10* % 10* % 10* % 10* % ( , 
And 10* % 10* % 10* % 10* % (
where ∏ ( ) is the orthogonal projection onto (·). 
where ) ( ' G denotes a directed gap.
Fuzzy modeling
The T-S fuzzy method [9] can be used to handle modeling issues of nonlinear plants such as the core at varying operating conditions. According to this modeling, the power level operating range of the nonlinear core is partitioned into separate subregions, local dynamics in each region are represented by one linear model as a local model of this core; fuzzy rules are proposed adopting membership functions that are utilized to develop fuzzy sets of which the intersection of two ones is nonempty, the T-S fuzzy model that is the overall model to approximate the nonlinear core is then achieved via "blending" of all linear local models based on fuzzy rules. . Therefore, choose three linear models at 10%, 20%, 40%and 60% to substitute the nonlinear core in [0.1 0.6] with the strong nonlinearity, select two linear models at 80% and 100% to substitute the nonlinear core in (0.6 1.0] with the weak nonlinearity. Finally, linearized core models at five levels are selected as local models of the core to substitute the nonlinear core in (0 100%].
Core local models based on nonlinearity
Let 
Core fuzzy model
The triangle membership function is utilized to set up fuzzy rules. The membership function of the core fuzzy model at whole power levels is shown in Fig.2 . The fuzzy logic system (FLC) is of the following form.
Rule 
Simulation
To verify effectiveness and correctness of this fuzzy modeling for the nonlinear core, the core fuzzy model (21) and the core nonlinear model are compared via simulations. When the input δrod is taken as a 0.01 step, the fuzzy modeland the nonlinear model at ten typical power levels 10×i% (i=1,…,10) are simulated, and output responses of the fuzzy modeland nonlinear model at these levels are shown in Fig.3 , which is namely responses of δP r . In fig.3 , the curve FMi (i=1,…,10) represents the output response of the fuzzy model at 10×i%, and the curve NLi (i=1,…,10) is the output response of the nonlinear model at 10×i%. From FMi and NLi, it can be observed that FMi approaches NLi. Similarly, the similar simulation results are able to be achieved for other power levels. 
Conclusions
The work handles the modeling problem of nonlinear PWR cores. On the basis of modeling a nonlinear core and calculating the core nonlinear measure with the introduction of the gap metric, one group linear local models of the core is defined. In terms of local models and the triangle membership function, the T-S fuzzy model for the core is developed. From numerical simulations, it is obtained that the core fuzzy model can substitute the core nonlinear model. The proposed modeling principle as a reference method can be applied to model other reactor cores and nonlinear plants, and also applicable for stability analysis and control system design of nonlinear systems.
